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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A seventh grade arithmetic program should not be
built on the assumptions that all of the pupils will be proficient in the skills taught in the preceding grades and
that all wi~l profit by the same type of instruction.

The

first task of the teacher is to determine how much knowledge and skills the child possesses.

It is also her duty to

learn how much miseducation has taken place in the pupil 1 s
experiences.

It is essential that the specific difficulties

of each child be located.

However, to determine the nature

of the weaknesses is not sufficient to aid pupils in eliminating or reducing them.

If the causes of the deficiencies

are discovered, appropriate measures can be applied to
correct them.

The problem of determining the exact causes

is a more difficult task because in many cases a number of
factors contribute to the deficiency.
Teachers of the elementary grades often find it necessary to use remedial teaching measures.

This phase of

teaching is very important and should always be preceded by
some means of diagnosis.

When the nature of the difficulty

has been determined and the probable causes have been established steps should be taken to correct the condition.

2

Pupils' incorrect procedures and minor difficulties
can be eliminated quickly by direct teaching.

In some

cases, however, medical care will be necessary to remove
dti'f'iculties caused by de.fective physical conditions.

This

1s especially true in such cases as auditory and visual def'ects.

Other causes, such as an unf'avorable attitude

toward arithmetic are more deep-seated and naturally more
di.fficult to correct.

Remedial teaching should be done as

an integral part of the regular work in arithmetic.

Treat-

ment should always begin with a direct attack on the dif'ficulties ascertained and at the level of the learner.

Special

considerations should be given to the environmental .factors
and their in.fluence upon learning.

Individual dif.ferences

must be provided .for in establishing goals to be attained.
Statement of the Problem.--In the school where the
writer teaches there seems to be retardation in arithmetic
at the seventh grade level.

Undoubtedly, there is retarda-

tion at other levels also, but since the writer has been
teaching the seventh grade .for eight years, retardation has
been one of the major problems which she has encountered
each year.

Because of this .fact the investigator would like

to determine the most .frequent di.f.ficulties, the probable
causes of' these di.ff'iculties, and to evaluate the results
of teaching procedures used to reduce these diff'iculties.
It is. believed that arithmetic as a tool subject is very
important in the curriculum, since it is the basis .for all

3
other forms of mathematics throughout the pupil's career
1n school, college, or life in the community.

Statements

and criticisms of pupils' arithmetical ability made by
high school mathematics and science teachers, and by some
employers of the high school graduates have also stimulated
the writer to undertake this study.
Definition of terms.1--Listed below are the definitions of some of the educational terms that are used
throughout this study:
Arithmetic, as a school subject, is special training designed to develop the skills and habits necessary to
perform successt"ully the computations needed in ordinary
home and business relations.
Control group is one of two or more groups that is
not subjected to the experimental factor introduced into
the treatment of the experimental group.

It is the group

With which the experimental group is compared.
Diagnostic study is a study made tor the purpose ot
ascertaining, analyzing, or identifying individual or group
difficulties.

Such a study often seeks also to ascertain

underlying or causal factors.
Experimental group is one of two groups that is
11'.he authority for definition of terms is Carter
V. Good, Dictionary of Eiucation. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1945.
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subjected to the experimental factor, the effect of which
it is the purpose of the experiment to discover.
Remedial teaching is special instruction intended
to overcome in part or in whole any particular deficiency
of a pupil not duet~ inferior general ability.
Significance of the Problem.--The writer believes
that the results of this study will not only aid her but
will also be of considerable help to the other seventh
grade teachers.

It may ·also prove to be of some value to

teachers on other grade levels especially· as a guide to
make arithmetic more meaningful to boys and girls.
Delimitations.--rn selecting the method of procedure the writer covered as many cases as were possible.
The study was restricted to difficulties experienced by
seventy-six pupils 1n the seventh grades of Booker T.
Washington School, Galveston, Texas.

Since insufficient

funds prevented more extensive testing, and since more adequate investigation would have involved much more time than
the school year of

1954-1955

that was available, this study

would seem to be of more value to local seventh grade
teachers than it would be to instructors who are situated
in other localities.
Assumptions.--With reference to this study two
assumptions can be made:

(l) many difficulties encountered

_l

s
by children at the seventh grade level could be reduced

substantially it more time and equipment were available
and (2) better results could be obtained through meaning!'ul
learning instead ot through memorization ot facts and subject matter which are not related to the pupil's environmental experiences.
Hypothesis.--To determine difficulties will not be
sufficient to help children to overcome them.

Much can be

accomplished it the teacher knows why these difficulties
exist.

Diagnostic study through testing and observing

pupils.' written and oral work are the best means ot locating
difficulties.

A careful study ot the children and their

methods of work will reveal many reasons why they continue
to make certain errors in number activities.

Tb.is study

is based on the hypothesis that a knowledge ot the causes
ot the deficiencies should be ascertained and corrective

measures could be applied to reduce them to a large extent.
Method ot Procedure.--In order to find the proper
method ot determining the most frequent difficulties in
arithmetic, many books and professional articles by outstanding men in the field of arithmetic and remedial teaching were examined.

used.

As

a result the following procedure was

Two seventh grade classes which consisted of seventy-

six pupils were selected tor the study.

These pupils were

grouped heterogeneously and assigned to two teachers.

The

6
thirty-seven pupils who were assigned to the writer will
be referred to as the experimental group and the thirtynine pupils who were placed under the direction of the
other seventh grade teacher will be referred to as the
control group.
To determine the most frequent difficulties encountered by both groups two test were given in October,
by the writer.

1954

The test were: (l) a teacher-made test,

prepared by the writer, and (2) the Stanford Achievement
Test Advanced Complete Battery, Form L.

The difficulties

encountered by the pupils in the arithmetic section of this
test were observed and tabulated.
The pupils of both classes were given a thorough
examination by the school physician.

He gave very careful

attention to the eyes and ears, and was on the alert for
detecting such physical defects as weak hearts or birth
injuries which might affect the energy output, or the
ability to pay attention.
The

11

Seience Research Primary Mental Abilities Test,"

Form A-H, (Intermediate for ages 11-17) was administered to
the seventy-six pupils to determine the mental maturity of the
pupils and to determine if low mentality was a cause for arithmetical difficulties.

A care.ful study was made of the cumula-

tive records of each child.

Such items as family background,

health records, and attendance at previous grade levels were

7
A comparison of the reading progress ot the children

noted.

was noted also.

In the experimental group the pupils were

observed care.fully to determine what understandings each
child possessed.
The experimental group was subjected to the following procedures.

A formal period of forty minutes was sched-

uled and adhered to for a period of six months.

In addi-

tion to this formal period of study arithmetic was taught
whenever opportunities arose in other areas of school work
living.

Du.ring the regular period the pupils were grouped

according to the type of difficulties noted on the diagnostic tests.

These groups were provided with ample prac-

tice materials.

Every opportunity was used to correlate

arithmetic experiences with activities in other subjects.
Ea.ch pupil was made aware of his or her difficulties by individual card files.

The difficulties which were

revealed by the tests were recorded on cards and issued to
each pupil.

If a difficulty was subsequently mastered or

overcome, it was checked off by the pupil.

Observations

of the children's written and oral work was made throughout
the six months teaching period •. Various aids were utilized
in individual and group instruction in an attempt to overcome the difficulties noted.
The control group was subjected to the usual formal
class instruction for a period of thirty minutes per day.
This period was scheduled for the entire school year, but

8

as is typical in most classrooms, on some days because of
work on other units, some class periods were omitted.

In April both classes were administered the Stanford
Achievement Test, Complete Advanced Battery, Form M, and a
teacher-made test in order to compare the progress made by
the two classes.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE RELATING TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF
ARITHMEI'IC DIFFICULTIES
Introductory Statement.--In recent years much research has been made in the field of arithmetic.

These stud-

ies have led to a considerable volume of literature.

In the

studies which the writer has examined the importance of careful diagnosis has been stressed.

The teacher must know some-

thing about the child before effective work can be done.
Diagnoais.--Green and Buswe112 list two types of
tests that are used extensively.

They say that (l) sur-

vey tests make it possible for a given school to compare the
achievement of its pupils with the achievement of pupils in
other school systems and (2) diagnostic tests make possible an analysis of the difficulties.

They may be group or

individual.

They may be used before, during, and after

instruction.

In giving individual diagnostic tests the

chief purpose is to discover how the child works when he
proceeds in his ordinary manner.

They believe that pupils

2Charles E. Greene and G. T. Buswell, "Testing,
Diagnosis, and Remedial Work in Arithmetic," Report of
the Society's Committee on Arithmetic, PP• 269-316.
Twenty-Ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of E:iucation. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1930.
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should be permitted to see their test papers after they
have been scored.

The pupil's deficiencies should be care-

1'ully explained to him.

This helps the child to see the

need tor remedial work.
Morton3 believes that to determine what pupils know
and can do in addition and subtraction is much more difficult than many teachers seem to realize.

He believes that

to teach effectively, a teacher should start the year's
work by studying each pupil individually.

The administra-

tion of group diagnostic tests at the beginning of the year
is a good procedure to follow.

The results of these tests

should be analyzed as an attempt to determine the specific
nature ot the difficulties.

Through further observation

of the pupil his general level of skill may be ascertained.
Spitzer4 emphasizes the importance ot testing in
arithmetic by bringing out the tact that practically every
textbook series offers an extensive testing program.

He

believes that although much improvement could be made 1n
3Robert Lee Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the
El.ementag Schools, Vol. II, PP• 42::44. New York: Silver
Burdett
mpany, 1938.
½rerbert F. Spitzer, "Testing Instruments and
Practices in Relation to Present Concepts of Teaching
Arithmetic," The Teaching of Arithmetic, PP• 186-201.
Fiftieth Yearbook ot the National Society for the Study of
Education, Part II. Chicago, Illinois: The University of
Chicago Press, 19$1.
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the nature 01' the tests available they are still valuable
in finding out what pupils know.

In bis opinion standard-

ized tests are important because they offer norms which
determine individual pupil.

He states, "To know that pupil

has grown .8 of a grade in a year is far more satisfying
and meaningful to pupil, teacher, and parent than are grades
01' "B" or of

"c"

on the end-of-year arithmetic tests."

mentions two advantages of teacher-made tests:
similarity in form and content

or

He

(l) the

the subject matter pre-

sented prior to the giving of the tests avoids the waste
of valuable pupil-time on work not yet studied and (2)
they may be carefully scrutinized by the teacher ror diagnosis of weaknesses and as a guide in .further instruction.
He lists other means 01' diagnosis as:

(l) observation of

pupil's oral and written work and (2) interviews with the
pupil regarding his daily work.

In The Elementary Course of Studz., Bulletin 233 B,5
it is recommended that each teacher should make use of
inventory and diagnostic tests at the beginning of the year
1n an effort to locate the strengths and weaknesses in arith-

metic.

It is .further recoD1J1ended that diagnosis should not

be 1:1.mited to the beginning of the year, but should be made
two or three times yearly.

The types 01' tests utilized may

5The Elementary Course of Study, P• 299. Bulletin
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Department of Public
Instruction, 1949.

233 B.
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be (l) standardized tests and (2) teacher-made tests.
or both types may be used.

One

Whenever possible, these tests

should be supplemented by individual tests of mental capacities.

Sometimes it is advisable to enlist the aid of a

psychologist.
According to H1ldreth6

most diagnostic work in

aritbmetic is too narrowly confined to a tabulation or the
errors that pupils make on a given test.

She states that

seldom is it expanded to include the study or personality
factors which affect learning, such as, interests, inhibitions aga.i.nst arithmetic, parenta1 influence, absence
during critical periods or learning, and sim.ilar factors.
She believes that all of the methods for investigating
learning aptitudes and sensory abilities are equally perti-

nent in diagnosing all school subjects.
nosis suggested are:

The types of diag-

(1) formal and informa1 objective

tests, (2) interview and questioning of the child,

(3) the study

or

records bearing on the subject.

tions that a comprehensive inventory and diagnosis

and
She men-

or

arith-

metic abilities should include the following skills:
1.

Combinations in the four processes.

2.

Combinations in higher decades.

3.

Computations in the four fundamentals.
6Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R's, PP• Bq.8E:iucat1onal Publishers, Inc., 1947.

856. Nashville:
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4.

Knowledge ot signs tor the f'u.ndamental processes

1n equation-form computation.

5.

Number knowledge, number vocabulary, and number
tacts.

6.

Writing of numbers both in numerical and verbal
symbol torm.

7. Reading ot numbers in verbal and numerical torm.
8.

Reading of content involving number and number
terms.

9.
10.

Solving written problems.
Results in problem solving when the terms are
real to the child.
F\lrthermore Hildreth7 makes the following recom-

mendations tor diagnosing pupil's ditticulties:
1.

Check pupil's ability to read problems orally

2.

Test knowledge ot denominate numbers

J. Test ability to name processes involved in the
problem

4.

Analyze pupil's method of attack on written problem

5.

Test the pupil's ability to reproduce the terms ot
the problem
SUeltz8 emphasizes personal observation self-

7Ibid., P• 856.
8B. A. Sueltz, "The Evaluation ot Arithmetic Learnings," The National Elementarz Principal, Lov XXX No. 2,
pp. 26-28. Washington: Department of Elementary School
Principals of the Rational F.ducation Association, 1950.

appraisal, and keep-tresh tests.

He believes that daily

observation ot the pupils at work, together with speciric
questioning, is a most ettective means ot appraisal and
diagnosis ot ditticulty.

The opportunities to use arith-

metic and the ways in which the pupils use it in situations
outside the regular arithmetic class should be noted by
the teacher.

Additional opportunity for appraisal and

diagnosis is .furnished through anecdotal records.

He states

that pupils. who learn through understanding are often able
to locate their own difficulties.

The use ot daily or fre-

quent short informal tests is probably a more valid measure of the pupil's achievement and understanding than the
re~ults from a longer and more formally written test.

In

regard to formal tests he believes that they serve satisfactorily tor both as an appraisal and a diagnosis but they
must be well constructed to do the work well.
According to Mehl, Mills, and Douglass9 "Diagnostic
tests serve the purpose ot discovering those skills, tacts,
and knowledges in which the children are weak.,u

Growth in

arithmetic may be tested by the use ot standardized or
teacher-made tests.

When standardized tests are used the

teacher should use equivalent forms, that is, one torm should

9:Ma.rie A. Mehl, Hubert H. Mills, and Harl R.
Douglass, Teaching in Elementary School, pp. 356-365.
New York: The Ronald Press Company, :i;.950.
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be used at the beginning of the school year to locate the
difficulties and another form later to see what difficulties have been eliminated.

Teacher-made tests must be care-

f'Ully constructed so as to serve the purpose for which they
were intended.

The results of tests indicate what steps

need to be taken to eliminate misunderstandings, and what
teaching techniques to use or correct.

The nature and con-

tent ot the remedial program should be used on the information obtained from the tests.
In the Colorado Course of Study for Elementary

Schoola,10 it is pointed out that to carry on a sound testing program it is necessary to recognize the purposes in

arithmetic.

The types of tests recommended are: (l) teacher-

made tests, (2} tests included in textbooks, and (3) standardized tests.

If teacher-made tests are used they should

be constructed in such a manner that they will not include
difficulties that have not been previously introduced.
Since standardized tests are not constructed to include all
of the desirable outcomes of arithmetic instruction, they
should be used only as one phase of the testing program.
~e most effective time to begin a -testing program is at
the beginning of the school year.
It is further stated that an adequate evaluation of
the pupil's work in arithmetic involves the following:

333.

1 0course of Study for Elementary Schools, pp. 332Denver, Colorado: Department ofEliucation, 1942.

(1) informal observation, (2) £requent testing 0£ pupil's
progress, and (3) the use 0£ standardized tests to determine the pupil's skill and power in computation and reasoning.
Remedial Teaching.--Bruecknerll lists the kinds 0£
procedures most likely to achieve success in remedial instruction under six headings:

(1) medical care, (2)

psychological-psychiatric procedures, (3) mod1£ieation 0£
the currieuJ.um, (4) adjustments of teaching procedures, (5)
adjustments 0£ materials 0£ instruction, and (6) changes in
conditions in the physical and social environment.
Medical or dental care is applied when some physiological defects such as, £aulty vision, poor hearing, or
cavities 1n teeth exist.

Glandular disturbances, malnu-

trition, infection of the throat, and heart murmur also require treatment by a physician.

Learning is influenced

directly by the physical conditions of the body.

Consequent-

ly the pupil should be in excellent physical condition when
he receives remedial instruction.

Lee and Leel2 recommend

that each child should have a general physical examination
11Leo J. Brueckner, Adapting Instruction in Arithmetic to Individual D1££erences, J>P• 39-46. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1941.

l2J. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, The Child and
His CUrricul\Dll, p. 183.

Crotts, Inc.,

1950.

New York:

Appleton-Century-
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by a doctor and the condition of his teeth checked by a
dentist once or twice a year.
Psychological-psychiatric procedures include the
development of the pupil's interest in remedial treatment.

In cases where children fail because of dislike of arithmetic the teacher should show a sympathetic attitude and much
patience 1n helping them to become interested.
Modification
remedial teaching.

or

the curriculum may be necessary in

This can be accomplished by adjusting

the instruction to the mental level of the child.

The

length of the assignments should also be determined by the
abilities, interests, and needs of the pupils.

Content

which appeals to the learner and materials related to his
daily experiences should compose the greater part of the
materials to be studied.
Teaching procedures should l:>e simpli.f'ied.

Goals

should be set that can be achieved.

Success tends to pro-

duce satisfaction and encouragement.

Practice exercises

should be well-spaced and varied .so as to prevent tatigue
and boredom.

Kanipulative and other suitable materials should be
provided 1n sufficient quantity.

Concrete objects may be

used as long as necessary.
Little can be done by teachers to change home
environment·, but the child should .find in the classroom

18
an atmosphere that is conducive to learning.
Similar Studies.--Dur1ng the school yefil' 1940-194-1
Guiler and Eiwarda 13 conducted an experiment in computational arithmetic with pupils in grades seven and eight.
The purpose of the study was to discover the extent to
which the computational habits could be improved by means

or

a program of individualized instruction.

An attempt was

made to discover the di~ficulties experienced by the pupils
1n computation involving whole numbers, fractions and mixed

numbers, decimals, denominate numbers, and percentage.

A

survey test in computational ability was given at the beginning

or

the experiment.

More time and materials were pro-

vided for 1n each of the five experimental groups.

The

teachers kept diagnostic charts showing the abilities in
which each pupil was deficient.

Each pupil kept a record

of his inadequacies and the progress :made toward the elimination of these weaknesses.

Teaching and practice work

were organized on an individualized group-instruction basis.

The work for the two control groups was organized on the
conventional group-instruction basis and the only instructional material used was a textbook in which no provision
for diagnosis was made.

Varied and abundant instructional

13w. s. Guiler ~d Vernon El:lwards, "An ~erimental
Study of Methods of Instruction in Computational Arithmetic,"
The Elementar,: School Journal, XLIII {February, 1943), 353- •

360.

19
materials were provided !'or the experimental groups.

When

a pupil waa absent he was permitted to make up the work
that he missed.

At the conclusion of' the project an

equivalent f'orm of' the initial survey test was used to measure the improvement.

The results revealed a substantial

improvement in the perf'ormance of' the experimental groups
over that of' the control groups.
Holland.14 has f'ound that children experience ditf'iculties in long division not only because of' the process
itself', but because of an inadequate understanding of' multiplication and substraction !'acts.

Another diff'iculty is

the placement of' figures, either 1n the quotient or 1n
the subtrahend.

Sometimes the child f'orgets to bring down

the next number or is unable to estimate the quotient.
Zero di.tf'iculties occur simply because the child fails to
understand the pl.ace value of' number.
influence

or

She points out the

various !'actors upon the learning of' long

division when she says:
The emotional element cannot be overlooked in
analyzing difficulties in any learning experience.
The development of the proper emotional attitude
will do much to make long division easier and on
the other hand, the growth of undesirable emotional
lq.Henrietta Holland, "Difficulties Involved in
Long Division and Some Suggestions !'or Teachi~_the Process,"
The Elementary School Journal, XLII (April, 1942), 585-

592.
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attitudes will cause innumerable difficulties which no
amount of learning the subject will overcome.
Perceptual difficulties are too frequently overlooked as the source of long division difficulties.
The child who has perceptual difficulties is likely
to have difficulties in long division. The child
who does not see well or does not hear well presents
difficulties which must be overcome before the teaching
of long division can be effective.
According to Brueckner and Melby1 5 children have
more difficulties in fractions than in any other area of
arithmetic.

Lack of comprehension of process in the four

fundamentals involved in fractions presents the most
difficulty.

They list other difficulties as:

1.

Difficulty in reducing fractions to lowest terms.

2.

Failure to change improper fractions to whole or
mixed numbers.

3.

Difficulty in changing mixed numbers to improper
fractions.

4.

Difficulty in ch~nginFtfii ~ to common denomin tors .

l5Leo J. Brueckner and Ernest o. Melby, Diagnosis
and Remedial Teachi)f, PP• 209-210. New York: HoughtonMifflin Company, 19 •
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CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

Introductory Statement.--'l'he selection ot a reliable and appropriate method of diagnosis was the outgrowth

ot an extensive canvass ot literature compiled by authorities in the fields of arithmetic and diagnosis.

T.b.e pro-

cedures used are discussed in the order ot application.
An interpretation ot the findings was necessary to

make the testing program significant and to form conclusions
as to the type ot remedial program that would best suit the
purpose tor which it was to function.
Physical Examination.--Good health contributes
greatly to mental efficiency and mental growth which are
necessary in the learning process.

It ls difficult to pay

attention and to concentrate when one is uncomfortable, 111,
or is handicapped by some physical impairment.

Before the

remedial program was begun each pupil received a thorough
physical examination by the school doctor and a dental checkup by the school dentist.
Results of the Physical Examination.--The results

ot the physical examination revealed that three pupils or
eight per cent ot the experimental group had enlarged ton-

sils; one pupil or three per cent had a minor heart ailment;
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one pupil or three per cent showed evidence of a head injury
received during birth process; end one pupil or three per
cent was subject to asthmatic attacks.
As a result of the Snellen "E" Chart, it was indi-

cated that thirty-two pupils or eighty-six per cent had no
visual detects, whereas five pupils or fourteen per cent had
detective vision.

Evidence from the Sono-Tone Hearing Test

revealed that thirty-six pupils or ninety-seven per cent had
normal hearing and that one pupil or three per cent was
handicapped by partial hearing in the right ear.
Results of the dental cheek-up revealed that eight
pupils or twenty-two per cent of the experimental group
needed treatment tor cavities.

In the control group three pupils or eight per cent
had enlarged tonsils; one pupil or three per cent had a minor
heart ailment; six pupils or fifteen per cent were asthmatic
sufferers; and tour pupils or eleven per cent had cavities
1n teeth.

All of the pupils in this group had normal hearing.
The parents of each child who had physical detects

were notified by the school nurse.

A care:tul follow-up

showed that measures were taken by the parents to have

remediable defects corrected.
Iuring the entire six months teaching period, each
pupil was carefully observed to detect any signs of ill
health or physical detects.

Squinting, frowning, constant
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blinking, holding material too close to eyes, sties,
red or watery eyes indicated that some eye defect existed.
Listlessness, poor appetite, inattention, restlessness, and
irritability often were signs that the children were handicapped by some physical impairment.

As soon as any unusual

condition, that was an indication or poor health was noticed,
the pupil was referred to the school nurse or physician.

Science Research Primary Mental Abilities Test
Description or the Mental Abilities Test.--The
"Science Research Primary Menta1 Abilities" Test, Form A it-

6

Intermediate Ages, 11-17, which was given to both groups on
October
ties:

5, 1954,

is designed to measure five mental abili-

(1) Verba1-meaning, (2) Space, (3) Reasoning,

(4) Number, and (5) Word-fluency.
sum

or

The total score is the

the five ability scores weighted so that each ability

contributes to the derived score.
Verbal-meaning.--Verbal-meaning is the ability to
understand ideas expressed in words.

It is used in any

activities in which information is obtained by reading or
listening.

16

The "Mental Abilities Test" was compiled by L. L.
Thurstone and Thelma Gwinn Th.urstone, .published by Science
Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, 1949.

Space.--Space is the ability to imagine how a
figure will look when it is rotated; to visualize objects
in two or tm-ee dimensions; and to see the relations ot
the arrangement of objects in space.
Reasoning.--Reasoning is the ability to solve
logical problems, to foresee consequences, and to make and
c~ry out plans according to recognizable facts.
Number. --Number is the ability to work with
figures.

It involves primarily speed and accuracy in

handling numbers.
Word-fluency.--Word-fluenoy is the ability to
write and talk easily.

It differs from Verbal-meaning

because it concerns the speed and ease with which words
can be used, rather than with the degree of understanding
of verbal concepts.
Primary Mental Abilities Norms.--The norms given
on the profile sheet are for the .full-year period.

They

are based on a random sampling of over 18,000 students in
junior and senior public high schools.

The two types ot

norms given are percentile ranks and quotient scores.

The

quotient is somewhat similar to the Intelligence Quotient
type ot score.
Reasons for Giving the Mental Abilities Test.--The
importance of a knowledge of the pupil's capacity for
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learning is brought out by Travia 17 when he says:
The intelligence level that the child possesses
determines to a large degree, his success in school.
Hence the evaluation of the child's general 1ntell1f!;ce is one of the most important, if not the most
ortant, in relation to such problems as grade
placement, methods of instruction, and scholastic
achievements.
The test provided valuable information in evaluating the pupils' abilit~es to grasp arithmetic facts.

They gave the teacher a good indication of each pupil's
abilities and the degree or progress that could be
expected.

It cannot be assumed, however, that pupils with

high mental abilities should rate high on the achievement
tests, or that pupils with fairly low mental abilities
would necessarily rate extremely low.

Learning depends on

factors other than mental abilities, such as, general
physical health, regularity of attendance, degree of
application, emotional stability, attitude towards teachers, and other factors.
Outcomes or Mental Abilities Tests.--The Mental
Abilities Tests scores are shown in Tables I and II.

Table

I shows the results of the tests given to the experimental

17

tee Edw~d Travis, "Intellectual Factors,"
Educational Diagnosis, p. 38. . Thirty-Fourth Yearbook ot
the Nat!ona1 Study ot Education, Vol. XXXIV. Bloomington,
lllinoiss Public School Publishing Company, 1935.
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TABLE I
..

QUOTIENT SCORES BY THE PUP Its OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP*
Pupil Number

Age

1
2
3

12- 8
12- 1
12- 5
12- 1
12- 9
. 121212-10
12- 2
12- 3
12-10
12- 5
12- 7
15-10
12-11
11-11
12- 2
12- 2
12..: 7
12- 7
13- 6
12-10
12- 1
12- 3
12- 8
13-10
12- 9
12-11
12- 3
13-10
13- 4
13-11

~6

Total Scores

i

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

~

16

½A
19
20
21
22
23
24
2s
26
27
28

29

30
31
32

*Derived from scores made
Primary Mental Abilities Test,
October

126
125
124
12~
12
117
117
115
110
107
98
95
91
125
86
68
82
80
79
79
93
73
71
71
69
81
68
68
65
76
71
70

Quotient Scoren
113
112
111
111
110
108
108
106
105
103
99
98
97
95
93
92
92

9~

91
91
90
88
87
87
86
85
85
85

gtt
82
81

on the Science Research
Form AH, which was given on

5, 1954.

~Classification of Quotient Scores:
110 and above - High in Mental Abilities
90-109
- Average in Mental .Abilities
Below 90
- Low in Mental Abilities
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TABLE I ( Continued)

Age

Pupil Number

Total Score

14-0

33
34
35
36
37

70
67
65
70
65

13-11
13- 3
14- 0
14- 0
11-11--1$-10
12-8

Range:
Median:

65-126
80.5

<,iotient Score

80
79
78
78
77
77-113
91

group and Table I I shows the scores made by the pupils ot
the control group.
number.

Each pupil has been designated by a

Pupil number one is th~ pupil who ranked highest.

In other tables which tollow, each pupil will be identi-

fied by the same number regardless of his rank in other
tests.
The quotient scores ranged from 77 to 113 1n the
experimental group and from 81 to 115 in the control group.
In the experimental group there is a range in chronological

ages from eleven years and eleven months to tif'teen years
and ten months.

In the control group the range in chrono-

logical ages is from eleven years and nine months to tourteen years and seven months.

The median age for the

experimental group is twelve years and eight months and
the median quotient score is 91.

The median age for the

control group is twelve years and nine months and the
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TABLE II
QUOTIENT SCORES BY THE PUPILS OF THE CONTROL GROUP*
Pupil Humber

Age

Total Score

l

12- 8
12- 1
12-11
12- 9
12- 9
12- 8
12- 0
12-11
12-11
12-11
13- 3
12- 9
12- 1
13- 6
13- l
11- 9
12- 6
12- 6
12- 6
12- 5
12- 1
13- 0
12- 6
12- 8

130
128
128

2

3

~6
~

9

10
11
12

13

14
15
16

i~

19
20
21

22
23

~

26
27
28

29
30

31

32

13-11
12- 1

12- 9
12- 6
12-11
12- 2
14- 7

12-

4

127
126

125

120

116

110
100

Q.iotient Score~
llS

114
114
114
113
112
109

108
105

100

111
95
94

99
98
98

77
92
92
92
92
90
102
82
83
97
80

97
97
97
97
97
96
95
92
92
92
91

109
106

76

74

75

70
91

68

98
98

89
88
88
86
86

85

*Derived :from scores made on the Science Research
Associates Primary Mental Abilities Test, Form AH, which
was given on October 5, 1954 •
..,.Cl.assitication or QJJ.otient Scores
110 and above - High in Mental Abilities
90-109
- Average in Mental Abilities
Below 90
- Low in Mental Ab111t1es
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· · · -· ..·· ... ·. ..- ..· ·• · '!'ABLE II : ( Con t inue d )
.. - · · -. ··- · · ··........

Pup11 ·Hwiiber · · · ·

'l'otai .. Score ...

13-10
14- 3
12-11
13- 9
13- 6
12- 4
14- 7

33
34
35
36

§A

39
Range:
Median:

· ·Age

11-9--14-7
12-9

median quotient score is 97.

Quotient Score

80
90
65
78
74
60
82 ·
60-130
92

85
85
84
84
83
81
81
81-115
97

It will be noticed that the

two oldest pupils in the control group secured a low rank

1n mental abilities.

It is interesting to note that the

quotient score of the youngest child fell in the average
range.

In the experimental group both the youngest and

oldest child attained average rating in mental abilities.
Tables III and IV show the distribution of quotient
scores made by the experimental and control groups.
It is indicated trom the distribution ot quotient
scores that tive pupils or fourteen per cent of the pupils
in the experimental group rated high in mental abilities. Sixteen pupils or forty-three per cent achieved average scores,
while sixteen pupils or forty-three per cent attained low
quotient scores.

In the control group six pupils or fifteen

per cent made quotient scores which indicate high mental
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TAH.E III
DISTRIBUTION OF QUOTIEHT SCORES BY PUPILS OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP*
Rank

Frequency

Per Cent

s

Low

16
16

14
43
43

Total

37

100

High
Average

TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF QUOTIENT SCORES BY PUPILS OF THE
CONTROL GROUP*
Frequency

Per Cent

6

Low

20

13

lS
Sl

Total

39

100

Rank

High
Average

34

*Derived ~rom scores made on the Science Research
Primary Mental Abilities Test, Form AH, which was given
on October S, 19S4.
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abilities.

Twenty pupils or titty-one per cent were average

in mental abilities, and thirteen pupils or thirty-tour per
cent secured scores which were in the low mental abilities
range.
'l'he data presented indicate that the two groups
were so nearly equal in mental capacities as to warrant
the assumption that results obtained trom this study would
seem to be valid.

Stan!'ord Achievement Test.--The Stanford Achievement Test~ 8 .Advaneed Battery Form L, was given to both
uoups on October 6, 7, and 8, 1954.

The arithmetic sec-

tion of this test was administered on October 7, 1954.
Description ot the Stentord Achievement Test.--'l'he
Stan.t'ord Achievement Test is designed to measure reading,
language, spelling, arithmetic, social studies, and study
skills.

Periodic revisions are made to insure that the

contents ot the tests may continue to be closely related to
what is being taught in the schools.

The availability ot

five equivalent torms provides for testing twice during the
school year without the necessity tor re-administering the
same form to any pupil.

18
The Stanford Achievement Test was compiled by
'l'l-uman L. Kelley and others, published by World Book Company, Chicago, 1953.
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Raw scores are interpreted by reference to two aets

ot norms.

Modal-age norms are recommended ror comparison

ot scores with the scores made by pupils or a specified age.
Total-group grade norms permit comparison ot a score with
the scores made by all pupils ot a specified grade status.
They yield a grade equiva1ent tor a given score.

Grade

equivalents are expressed as grades and tenths ot a school
year.

They may be compared with the gr-ade placement at the

time of testing to indicate whether the pupil or group has

attained a status superior, interior, or equal to that or
other pupils ot similar grade placement.
Reasons for Giving the Tests.--Since the Stanford
Achievement Tests are constructed so as to identity those
pupils whose abilities are subnormal in any given area,
Form L was used as a diagnostic measure.

After the test was

given, the pupils' work on the section on arithmetic was
carefully studied in en attempt to rind out the skills in
which each child was weak.

The grade equivalents in arith-

metic were used to recognize those pupils whose work was below standard so that their daily work could be observed and
analyzed to determine the nature of the deficiency.

Outcomes ot the Stanford Achievement Test, Form
results ot Form L, expressed as grade equivalents
-atL.--'l'he
the time ot testing, a;re shown in Tables V and VI. Ch-ade
Placement for all pupils at the date of testing was 7.1.
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TABLE V

GRADE EQUIVALENTS IN ARITHMETIC BY PUPILS OF
KXPERIMENTAL GROUP*

Pupil

Grade

1fumber

Equivalent

1

s.i

~:a

2

3

~6

~-8
.l

4.4

!·9
.a

i
9

10
11
12
13

~

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23

~

26

s.2

4.9

S.6
4.8
S.3
6.1
J.6
3.9

S.J
4.

4.1
3.6

J.S
4.1

4.s

4.7

4.4

~A
29

S.9

4.7

4.3

30
31
32

2.s
6.3
3.6
3.7

*Derived f'rom scores made on the arithmetic section

ot the Stsn:f'ord Achievement Test, Form L, which was given
October 7, 19.54.
2.S--6.2
Range:
4.s
Median:
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: : ·: :: : ~ .: .: . : TABI:.E ·. V .

(Continued) ··:·:-~:-::· ·

Pupil .
Number

• - - -G1'ade

Equivalent

33
3~
3;,
36
37 ·

The grade equivalents of the pupils of the experimental group ranged .from 2.5 to 6.2.
equivalent was

4.5.

The median grade

It can be readily seen that the entire

group was retarded in ari tbmetic.

When a comparison of

grade equiTalents is made with the grade placements at the
time of testing, it is revealed that the range of retardation was from nine tenths of a grade to tour and six tenths
grades.

The median grade retardation of the five pupils who

ranked high in mental abilities on the Science Research
Associates Mental Abilities Test was two and one tenth grade.
The sixteen children who made an average showing in abilities had a median grade retardation of two and two tenths
grades.

The median retardation of the sixteen pupils or

forty-three per cent below average in mental abilities was
three and three tenths grades.
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TABLE VI
GRADE EQUIVALENTS IN ARITHMETIC BY PUPILS OF
THE CONTROL GROUP*

Pupil
Humber

1
2
3

~6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13

~

16

½i

Orade

Equivalent

7.6
6.3

a.a

7.5
6.9
6.7
6.1
3.1

7.6

7.0
7.2
4.1

5.4
7.4

6.2

i·8

5:i
3.6

19
20
21

1.a

23

5.2

22

~
26
~

29
30
31
32

6.4

4.1
4.1

3.3
4.1

4.2
5.0
4.7

4.6
5.8

4.4

*Derived trom scores made on the arithmetic section
the stanrord Achievement Test, Form L, which was given
on October 1, 1954•

or
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TABLE VI {Continued)
Orade
Equivalent

Pupil

Number

33

34
3.S

36
37

38
39

3.1--8.8

Range:

5.8

Median:

Grade equivalents of' the pupils of the control

group ranged f'rom 3.1 to 8.8.
was

5.8.

The aedian grade equivalent

Pupil number three was accelerated one and seven

tenths grades; pupils numbers one, four, nine, eleven,
foUl'teen, and twenty ranged f'rom one tenth of a grade to
seven tenths of' a grade above normal grade placement.

The

remaining thirty-two pupils or eighty-two per cent of the
class was retarded.

The median grade retardation or the

six children who ranked high in mental abilities was one
tenth of' a grade.

The twenty pupils who were average 1n

mental abilities had a median grade retardation of' one and
six tenths grades.

The median grade retardation of the

thirteen pupils who were low in mental abilities was two and
four tenths grades.
Table VII shows the distribution

or

grade equivalents

of' the pupils ot the experimental and control groups.
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TABLE VII
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE EQUIVALENTS BY THE EXPERIMENTAL
AND CONTROL GROUPS*
Frequency
Experimental Group Control Group

Range

14

1
7
9
7
11

11
1

4

37

39

2

9

Total

*Derived fl-om scores made on the arithmetic section of the Stanford Achievement Test, Form L, which was
given on October 7, 1954.
In the experimental group the lowest range was
fl-om 2. 0 to 2. 9, which means that the pupil in that range
had achieved as llDlCh as was expected between the first and
ninth months of grade two.
was from 6.0 to 6.9.

The highest range tor the group

The lowest range in the control group

was from 3.0 to 3.9 and the highest range in the control
group was from 3. 0 to 3. 9 and the highest range was trom

8. O to 8. 9.

The range of grade equ1va1ents of the control

group was greater than that of the experimenta1 group.

The

lowest range in the experimental group was one interval
below the lowest range in the control group.

The highest

range in the control was two intervals above the highest
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range in the experimental group.
Additional information not shown 1n the table is
concerned with correlation between mental abilities and
grade achievements.

The pupils in the lowest range of

grade equivalents in the experimental group ranked low in
mental abilities.

In the control group one child or twenty-

tive per cent in the lowest range was low in mental abilities; three children or seventy-five per cent ranked
average in menta1 abilities.

In the experimental group one

pupil or fifty per cent ot the pupils in the highest range
was low in mental abilities and one pupil or fifty per cent
was average.
From the results presented it is apparent that the
experimental group as a class was more retarded that the
control group.

The low grade equiva1ents and the amount ot

retardation indicate that the pupils in both groups, however, were retarded in arithmetic skills.

It is also

revealed that the pupils who were low in mental abilities
were more retarded in terms of grade equiva1ents than

those who were average or high in mental abilities on the
Science Research Associates Test.
Teacher-Made Test.--T.he teacher-made test which
was given to the two groups during the second week 1n
October, 19S4, was prepared 1n two sections. 19 This teat
19

See Appendices I and II, pp. 72-77; 78-84.
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was constructed_ to measure computational skills and problemsolving ability.

The first section consisted of eighty-five

examples designed to measure skills in four phases of com-

putation:

Whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and

denominate numbers.

nu-ee or more examples which involve

the four fundamental processes, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division were included in each phase

ot the test.

The different types of examples were included

in :multiplication and division ot decimals.

The products

and quotients were given and the pupils were required to
insert the decimal point and zeros at the correct places.
This precaution was taken to insure that it would not be a
test in multiplication and division rather the ability to
locate correctly decimal places.
The second section was composed of fifteen problems
to measure reasoning and computational skills.

These prob-

lems consisted of one-step and two-step operations.
Reasons for Giving the Teacher-Made Test.--The test
was used as a device to secure information concerning what
the pupils knew and what needed to be retaught.

To provide

tor an improvement program it was necessary not only to
know whether a pupil was weak or strong in arithmetic skills
but where his weaknesses, if any were.

Tabulation and

analysis of the difficulties were significant in the selection of the type of instruction that would be appropriate.

Since this portion of the testing program was not timed,
it would be possible to locate those children who were
handicapped by slow performance.
Outcomes of the Teacher-Made Teat.--An analysis

or

the teacher-made test revealed that weaknesses existed 1n
each area of the computational abilities and 1n problemsolving.

(See Ch.arts I and II}.

The dittic l ties are

listed according to types ot errors committed in each
process.

The number of pupils to Whom a difficult~ was com-

mon determined the frequency of the difficulty.

A process

was considered difficult when two or more errors in a computational skill were made.
Determination of the difficulty in the t'undamente.l
processes applied to tractions wnd mixed numbers was on
knowledge of the process involved rather than on the answer
obtained.

For exa:mple, if a child failed to reduce an

answer, difficulty in reducing fractions rather than a
difficulty in multiplication or division of fractions or
mixed numbers was considered.

Since the products and

quotients in multiplication and division ot tractions were
included, the correct placement of the decimal point was
the determining factors.

CHART I
DIFFICULTIES COMMON TO PUPILS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Areas

or

D:ttfieu1tiea

I. Whole Numbers
A. Addition
1. Simple combinations
2. Carrying
3. Zero difficulty
B. Subtraction

1. Simple combinations
2. Borrowing

3. Zero difficulty

Frequenc7
Per
ot
D.ltficult7 cent

2

s

tt
i8

11
11

6

16

11
22
22

c.

Maltiplication
1. Lack of knowledge of
process
2. Tables
3. Zero difficulty
4. Two and three place
multipliers
D. Division
1. Lack or knowledge ot
process
2. Zero in quotient
3. Two and three place
divisors

II. Fractions and Mixed Numbers

A. Reducing to aimpl.est form
B. Changing improper tractions to whol.e or mixed
numbers
c. Addition
D. Subtraction
E. Multiplication
F. Division

III. Decima1s
A. Addition
B. Subtraction

c.

Mu.J.tiplication
D. Division

IV. Denominate Numbers

6

~

lS

41

16

43

18

48

27

72

34

91

33
37
37

100
100

37
37

100
100

5

32

33
32

86
89

89
86
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CHART I (Continued)

Areas o:f Di:f':fioulties

A. Addition
B. subtraction
c. Multiplication
D. Division
E. Reducing to equi valent :forms

v. Problem solving

Frequency
of
Di:fficulty

Per
cent

32
35

86

37

100

34

91

37

100

94

97

36

De:ficiencies in mu1tipl1cation of whole numbers by
two place multipliers, division or whole numbers, all
processes which include :fractions and mixed numbers, decimals and denominate numbers, and problem solving were the
most frequent.

Multiplication and division o:f tractions

and mixed numbers, addition, and subtraction of decimals
were difficult to all pupils of both groups.

The high

percentage of children who lacked the ability to add and
su~tract decimals may be attributed to the :fact that the
examples were written in equation form.

When the same

examples were rewritten in column formation the difficulties were the same as encountered in addition and subtraction o:f whole numbers.

CHART II
DIFFICULTIES COMMON TO PUPILS IN THE CONTROL GROUP

Areas of Di1"1"iculties

Frequency
of
Di1"1"1oulty

I. Whole Numbers
A. Addition
1. Simple combinations
2. Carrying
3. Zero d11"ficu1ty

3
3

B. Subtraction
1. Simple combinations
2. Borrowing
3. Zero difficulty

5
3

c.

Multiplication
1. Lack of knowledge 01"
process
2. Tables
3. Zero difficulty
4. Tw'o and three place
multipliers

D. Division
1. Lack or knowledge 01" process
2. Zero in quotient
3. Two and three place divisors
II. Fractions and Mixed Numbers

A. Reducing to simplest forms
B. Changing improper fractions to
whole or mixed numbers
c. Addition
D. Subtraction
E. Multiplication
F. Division

III. Decimals

A.
B.
C.
D.

Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

IV. Denominate Numbers

A. Addition

2

2

7
6

5
10

Per
cent

3
8
8

3
13

8

18
15
13
26

15
20
21

39
51

26

67

30
31

77

32
39
39

54

80
82

100
100

39
39
37
37

100
100

31

80

95
95
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CHART II (Continued)

Areas of Dif'f'icu1t1es

v.

Frequency
o:f'
Dif'f'icu1ty

Per
cent

B. Sub tr action
c. Multiplication ·
D. Division
E. Reducing to equivalent
:f'orms

31
32
39

80
82
100

38

97

Problem solving

39

100
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CHAPTER IV
REXEDIAL TECHNIQUES

Introductorx Statement.--Since remedial instruction
is essentially reteaching, all of the modern practices used
in teaching arithmetic are equally applicable to this type

ot teaching.

Remedial teaching is most successt'ul when

these methods are based on the previous identit'ication 01'
deficiencies and a knowledge of the causes that contribute
to these weaknesses.

The teacher is more likely to succeed

when both the value and scope ot arithmetic in the curriculum are recognized.
Arithmetic in the CUrriculum.--There is no doubt
among educators and laymen concerning the value ot arithmetic in the school curriculum.

It has been designated as

one of the essential tool subjects in the curriculum.
Arithmetic is a basic subject for all other number relations in the curriculum and is a practical necessity tor
everyday living with reference to children and adults in
all situations.
Scope ot the Arithmetic Curriculum.--In most schools
the textbook is used as a guide in developing the number
activities which are suggested in the course of study.

Two

kinds

or
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materials are included 1n the textbook, namely:

(1) a graded arrangement

or

computational processes to be

mastered by the pupil and (2) problems in which the processes
can be applied to everyday social living.

The capable

teacher will add meaning to the instruction by bringing
1n a variety

being taught.

or

local applications !'or the processes

Brueckner and Grossnickle20 have listed in

summary !'orm the !'our major elements

or

the arithmetic cur-

riculum:

or

1.

The systematic study
processes.

number and number

2.

The consideration o!' related problems and
in'£ormation in the arithmetic textbook.

3.

Direct guidance in use
curriculum areas.

4.

Participation in 8.1\itbm.etic experience units which
e~ich instruction.

$.

Use o!' arithmetic in problem situations that
arise !'rom time to time.

or

arithmetic in all

Arithmetic 'Instruction.--In recent years studies o!'
the learning process and child development have revealed
the limitations o!' traditional methods in arithmetic~

It

has been revealed that learning proceeds best when it takes
place in social situations that are meaningful to the
2 0Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, .
ithmetic Me
rul, p. 54. Dallas: The
mpany,
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learner.

When the pupil visualizes the necessity of what

he is learning; when teaching is related to his level ot
ability and total development and when adjustments are made
to his needs and interests the instructional pattern has
been prepared for 1nsightt'ul. learning.

Under the guidance

ot the teacher, learning may then be regarded as a process
of growth 1n which progress is made gradually !'rom immature

methods to the more mature reactions that indicate mastery.21

Locating Probable Causes of Dif'ficulties
An analysis

ot the results of the diagnostic tests

was made to locate the area in which pupils were making
satisfactory progress or were encountering ditticulties.

To trace the causal factors related to deticienoies presented a task f'ar more complex than that ot discovering
the strengths and weaknesses.

The process of' learning is

inf'luenced by various factors rather than by a single
element.
Present knowledge of' the learning process has
established the importance ot native intelligence as a determinant ot the pupil Is capacity to learn and to adjust to
changing conditions.

It is apparent then that the ability

to reason is very important in solving arithmetic problems.
21 Ibid., p. 1 3 •
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In locating the factors that influenced the performance level of the experimental and control groups it
is of importance to give some attention to the quotient
scores which were obtained by the pupils on the mental
abilities test.
October

5, 1954.

'lhese mental test were administered on
The low intellectual level of the class

can be observed when it is remembered that in the experimental group ot thirty-seven pupils, sixteen children or
forty-three per cent made quotient scores below 90.

It is

also interesting to note that a total. of twenty-one pupils
or fifty-seven per cent secured quotient scores which fell
within the "average" and "above average" ranges.

Further-

more, only five pupils or almost fourteen per cent secured
quotient scores which were in the "above-average" range.
The median quotient score tor the experimental group
was 91, while the quotient score for the control group on the
same mental abilities was 97.

A further comparison of mental

abilities of these groups may be made when it is recalled
that fifty-seven per cent of the pupils of the experimental
group made scores in the "average" and

11

above-average

11

ranges while the mental quotients of the sixty-seven
per cent of the control group fell within the same classification.

With reference to the generally limited

mental capacity ot the pupils of the experimental group, it
seems sate to conclude that their intellectual limitation had
some effect upon retardation in arithmetic among seventh
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grade pupils of Booker T. Washington School
Texas.

or

Galveston,

An analysis of the physical examination showed that

seventeen members in the experimental group had physical
impairments•

These physical defects which were serious

enough to influence learning were:

enlarged. tonsils, minor

heart ailment, head injury, and asthma.

Fourteen per cent

had defective vision while eight pupils or twenty-two per
cent were 1n need

or

dental treatment.

Good health also plays an important role in the
child's ability to learn.

It is now well known that under-

nourished or hungry children are frequently listless, indifferent, or poorly motivated pupils.

Saucier22 observes

that undernourished pupils are often sluggish and lack
physical and mental vitality to do saisfactory school work.
Improper food, irregular eating habits, and emotional disturbances are some of the causes of malnutrition.
Defective vision may retard a pupil's progress and contribute to a feeling of inferiority to such a degree that a
child with this visual defect may become discouraged and cease
to make an effort to acquire knowledge.

Children w1 th faulty

vision have difficulty in seeing clearly writing of normal
22 w. A. Saucier, Theory and Practice 1n the
Elementart School, p. J.4. New York: The Macmillan
Company

,94i •

size on the blackboard.

In mot 1

t
s
ns ances properly fitted
glasses will correct the defect and enable the pupil to
make satisfactory progress in school.
The ability to hear what 1s being said in the classroom or outside the classroom is very necessary for the
child to comprehend his school environment.

Listening,

then, is an essential part of the learning process.

When

a pupil is handicapped by partial hearing he is unable to
detect sounds clearly and often resorts to guessing or manifests an indifference towards his school work.

Only one

child in the experimental group was handicapped by impaired
hearing in the right ear.
The extent to which child's home life is normal
and provides emotional security influences in a significant
way the quality of a pupil's learning which takes place 1n
school. Rank:1n2 3 points out that the success of a child in
school reflects, to a degree, all of his experiences outside or school, especially the type or home 1n which he
lives.

The writer has observed from informal conversations

with pupils, home visitations, and observations of both
pupils · and ·parents · that ·many ·of ·her · children · came from
2
3Paul T. Rankin, "Environmental ·Factors Contributing to Learning," Educational Diagnosis, P • 67 •
Thirty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the.
Study ot Education, Vol. XX.XIV. Bloomington, Illinois.
Public School Publishing Company, 1935.
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broken or from families where there is parental discord.
Some of the pupils experienced a feeling of insecurity due
to very low economic status ot parents or because they felt
unwanted or unloved.

Children need to grow up in a home

where they are loved or appreciated by those who are impor-

tant to them.24-

Some ot the children lived in homes where

there was little or no privacy because ot overcrowded conditions.

Finally, the physical appearance and condition ot

the apparels ot many ot the pupils seem to indicate that
they were neglected by parents who tailed to prepare breakfast before they left home to perform unskilled or domestic
labor.

such undesirable home life provided little emotional

stability or stimulation which would contribute to the
development ot a well-integrated or well-adjusted pupils.

Methods of Instruction Used in the
:&stperimental Group
In order to reduce the difficulties which were discovered by the teacher-made and standardized tests, the background information ot each child was studied and the following plan ot instruction was used.

The classroom work was

organized on the basis of the pupil's needs.

The entire

class received instruction and practice on the computa24-william B. Ragan, Modern Elementary curriculwn,
p. 61. New York: The Dryden .t>ress Company, Inc., 1953.
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t1onal skills which seemed difficult to the majority ot
pupils.

When only a sma.l.l number had trouble 1n mastery,

practice was confined to that particular group.

When-

ever it was necessary individual aid was given to the children who continued to make the same errors.
Al though there have been many arguments tor and
against drill this method was used as a part ot the remedial
program because it was felt that there is a place tor drill
1n

arithmetic.

However, no attempt was made to drill pupils

to the point of mastery.

Browne1125 thinks that the drill

theory ot teaching would make adding machines ot children
it it were possible tor them to remember allot the tacts
learned through repetition.

Nevertheless, in his opinion

drill may be used it it is not the only method.

Fernald26

recommends drill tor remedial work because ot the time element that is involved.
Emphasis was placed on accuracy rather than upon
speed.

According to Lee and Lee 2 7 the use ot speed drills

is not an effective way to develop accuracy.

They believe

2.Swilliam A. Brownell, "Arithmetic," PP• 74--75.
Childcratt, Vol. IX. Chicago: The Q;Uarrie Corporation,

1935.

26Grace •• Fernald, ~R~em~ed~i~a~l~T~e~c~hn=i~q~u~e~sr,,r-:i~n~B~a~s_i_c
School Subjects, P• 229. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, fnc. , 194-3 •
27 tee and Lee, op. cit., P•

446.
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that speed will result af'ter accuracy has been achieved.
Too much emphasis placed upon speed often causes emotional
strain on the part of the learner and as a consequence
may increase difficulties.

Meaning:f'ul situations were planned which made drill
exercises seem natural to the pupils.

This was especially

true when games involving arithmetic were played.

The

practice was conducted in a manner so as to make certain
that the drill consisted of the number activities which the
children felt were needed.
Number facts and processes were taught before any
practice work was undertaken by the pupils.

The children's

learning of arithmetic must be meaningful or drill will be
ineffective.

Mehl, Mills, and Douglass28 emphasize mean-

ingful drill in the arithmetic program based on the following principles:

l.

:otsill must follow understanding.

2.

Children must have a felt need for the drill.

3.

Child must go to work in an aggressive and
attentive way.

4.

Each child must be working on his individual needs.

5.

Children must know what the response pattern is
to be.

6.

Children must have a means whereby they can

28Mehl, Kills, and Douglass, op. cit., P• i96.

check to see whether their responses have been
correct.

7. Provision must be made so that a child can correct
the error immediately if he has made an incorrect
response.

8. Periods must be short.
Guided by the opinions of authorities in the field
or arithmetic, drill was not used to the exclusion of all
other methods.

It is believed th~t what is learned mean-

ingfully is retained longer and be applied more successfully than when learned through drill alone.

Arithmetic

should not be thought of as a mastery of facts and skills,
isolated and independent of life situations, but rather as
meaningful growth in abstr~ct mode of thought which can be

used tor more thorough understanding and a deeper appreciation

or

lite itselt. 29

Learning through meaning repre-

sents an attempt to make arithmetic sensible to children,
to make them conscious of the innumerable uses ot number
1n daily lite.

Morton30 says:

The prime objective of arithmetic, according to the
:meaning theory, in the development in the pupils ot the
ability to do quantitative thinking. Much more is
expected of the pupils than the more ability to compute.
'!hey are expected to be able eventually, to analyze a
situation, to isolate the essential elements for
t'urther . attention, · to make ·decisions, · and to

290urr1culum Development, p. 66~· Bulletin 354.
'Austin: State Department ot Ed.ucation, 1939.
30
.... .
.
Morton, op. cit., p. 16.
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answer pertinent questions.
As a result ot the weaknesses noted 1n each area

of arithmetic, instruction was first given in the tour
1'undamenta1 processes ot whole numbers.

The remaining

portion ot the remedial instruction period was devoted to
the fundamental processes involved in .fraction, decimals,
and

denominate numbers.

In eaC:h, area instructional method

was used which is suggested by Grossnickle.31 in a monograph that was published in 1948.

This consisted ot a

logical arrangement o.f steps 1n the presentation o.f each

new process.

This sequence includes:

(1) readiness .for

the process, (2} teacher-pupil demonstration, (3) pupildiscovery-tor-himselt period, and (4) textbook presentation,
and (5)

mastery at the adult level.
The concept o.f readiness has been extended to in-

clude the preparation tor the learning ot any new process
at any grade level.

Grossnickle, Junge, and Metzner3 2

31Foster E. Grossnickle,. "The Use o.f Multi-Sensory
Aid in Develo 1ng Arithmetica1 :Meanings, 11 PP• 1-4.
Arithmetic 1 8. supplementary E:lucational Monographs,
Num: er
cago: The University o.f Chicago Press,

194a.

32Foster E. Grossmckle, Charlotte Junge, and
William Metzner, "Instructional Materials .for Teaching
Arithmetic " The Teachinf or Arithmetic, P• 157.
Fiftieth Y~arbook of theational Society '£or the Study ot
Eiucation, Part I. Chicago: The University o.f Chicago
Press, 1951.
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regard readiness in arithmetic as that period in the learning situation when the child• s background :for learning a

new concept is appraised, experiences are provided, and
the child :reels a need :for the new learning.

An example

o:r the kind o:r problem used to determine the pupils' understanding o:r division follows:

thread at ten cents a spool.
she buy?"

"Mary spent thirty cents for

How many spools of thread did

The idea was not so much the answer but the

pupils' method o:r f'inding it.

Unless several ways of' find-

ing 1 t could be suggested, the group was not ready for

division with a two place divisor.

This principle applies

equally as well to other processes.

In the second step, teacher-pupil demonstration of'
the procedure, certain pupils were designated to aid in the
demonstration.

F-quipment :for this consisted or a table or

desk tall enough to be seen by all o:r the group and manipulative materials suitable to the process.

During the demon-

stration a written record was kept on the blackboard.

In the pupil-discovery period the pupil perf'ormed
the experiment :for himself' and used the manipulative materials.

The number of' times needed for the child to perform

a demonstration depended upon intelligence and on his development of number insight.

In the case of the slow learner

many illustrations were needed.
The step which involved the use of' the textbook

S7
supplied an orderly and seqential development of the subject.

Correct interpretation of the textbook was possible

because an adequate background from the previous demonstration had been secured.
The final step was an attempt to develop at the
adult level of performance.

This statement means the

ability of the pupil to verify the result of thinking without the use of concrete objects.

At this stage of practice

the drill process was used extensively.
Whenever opportunities arose throughout the day
use was made of the skills which were newly acquired. For
example, pupils assisted in keeping daily attendance records.
To cite another instance, children who were interested were
given the chance to average the scores in their written
work.

Problems that arose at school or home were dis-

cussed and solved.

In projects, such as, parties, field

trips, aDd ordering class materials, experiences were gained
in developing computational skills.

Many abstract ideas

become meaningful when they grow out of the experiences of
children.

This does not mean that this method should be

haphazard.

It is essential that this method of teaching

arithmetic should be well-planned if it is to be effective.
Evaluation of .Pupils 1 Progress
Measurement of pupil growth in arithmetic skills
formed the basis for ascertaining what kind and how much
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learning had taken place as a result of teaching.

It 18
an attempt to secure adequate evidence of improvement dur-

ing the remedial instruction which involves the following
techniques of evaluation:

(1) informal observation of

the pupil's work and work habits, (2) frequent testing,
(3) pupil self-appraisal, and (4) the use or standardized

and teacher-made tests.

Brueckner and Grossnickle33 state that evaluation
should be an integral part of the te.aching-learning process
and should be a continuous operation.

According to Wiles34

appraisal of pupil performance at various stages of learning is necess Bl"Y to tell whether the pupil is making
real and continuous progress or whether he is making
progress at special times.
daily work was made.

Observation of the children's

Pupils were frequently asked to

explain their work in order that to note what improvement
had been made in understanding why a particular procedure
was used.

The adequacy of an answer was judged on the pro-

cedure that was used as well as correct computation.

Mehl,

Mills, end U,uglass35 state that a child is affected emotionally if he does receive credit for the correct analysis
33Brueclmer and Grossnickle, op. cit., P• 374.
p. 197.

3~ a l l Wiles, Teaching for Better Schools,
New York: Prentice-Rafi, Inc., 1952.

35Mehl, Mills, and n:>uglass, op. cit., p. 197.
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or

a problem or correct procedure although an error in

computation has caused him to obtain the wrong answer.
Di.agnostic charts showing the particular weaknesses
of individual pupils of the experimental and control groups
were made.
purposes.

The chart for the experimental group served two
First, it served as a guide to indicate where

reteaching or practice should be stressed and secondly, it
was a means for daily evaluation of' the progress made by
each child.

The chart for the control group was used for

measuring improvement of' arithmetic skills, among other
tac tors, in the final evaluation process.
The children also participated in the evaluation
or their own success. Ragan3 6 says that pupil self' appraisal is a valuable technique; it enables the pupils to analyze

his own accomplishments and shortcomings and to know just
what he should do to improve his performance.

Each child

kept a record of' his difficulties and progress in overcoming
these deficiencies.

With special help most of the pupils

were able to see what errors they had made and to make
their own corrections.
The final step in evaluation consisted of' measuring the amount of' improvement made by the experimental and
control groups.

36

The instruments used for this purpose were

Ragan, op. cit., P•

354.
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TABLE VIII (Continued)

Grade Equivalents

Pupil
lumber

3435
36
37

Form L

Form M

3.8
3.7
3.5
3.0

4.9
3.9
4.3

Median:

+ 1.1
+

3.8--8.7

5.a

.2

.8
+ 2.1
+

5.1

2.5--6.2
4.5

Range:

Grade
Improvement

-.2--+2.8
1.)

the Stanford Achievement Test, Advanced Complete Battery,
Form M and a teacher-made test.

Form M ot the Stanf'ord

Achievement Test is equiva1ent 1n content and dif'ficulty
to Form L which was used at the beginning ot this study on
October 6, 7, and 8, 19.$4.

The teacher-made test contained

examples and problems equivalent to the first teacher-made
test which was given as a pre-test.

The Stanford Achieve-

ment Test was given on April 6~ 7, and 8, 1955, and the
teacher-made test w&s administered on .April 11 and 12,

1954.
Table VIII and IX give the grade equivalents in
arithmetic tor the experimental and control groups determined by scores made on the Stanford Achievement Tests,
Forms Land M.

Improvement is indicated in terms of grades.
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TABLE IX
GRADE EQUIVALENTS AND GRADE IMPROVEMENT BY THE PUPIL OP
THE CONTROL GROUP*
S

Grade Equivalents
Pupil

Form L

Number

7.6
6.3
8.8

1
2

3

1.5

~6

6.9
6.7
6.1
3.1
7.6
7.0
7.2
4.2
5.4
7.4

i9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

6.2

i·a
5:i
3.1

19

7.8
6.4
4.1
4.1

20

21

22
23

5. 2

~
26

3.3
4.1

27

4.2

29

4.7

31

5.B

5.0

28

30

4.6

32

4.4

Form M

7.9
6.9
8.9
7.4
1.2
7.0
7.2

5.2

7.6
7.5
6.8
5.1
6.1
6.4
7.1
i·9
.3

5.2

4.4
7.1
6.4
4.7
5-4
6.2
5.1

5.1

4.6
4.5
4~5

i·3.3

5.4

Grade
Improvement
+
+
+

.3

.6
.1
.1

+

.3

+ .3
+ 1.1
+ 2.1
0

+

-

.5

.4

+
+

.9
.1

- 1.0

+
+

.9
.1
.1

-+- :i
.1
-0

+
+
+
+
+
+

.1

1.3
1.0
1.8
1.6

.4
.5

-- .2
+ .3
+ .5
+ 1.0

Derived from scores made on the arithmetic
*the
Stanford Achievement Tests, Forms Land

section of
M.
Form L was given on October 7, 1954 and Form M was given
on April

7, 1955.
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TABLE IX (Continued)
Grade Equivalents

Pupil

Number

Form L

Form M

33

6.8
6.2

6.9

~~
36
37

4.1
4.1
5.9

39

5.1

5.8

-

+

5.2

3.1--8.8

Range:
Median

+ .l
+ .2
+ .1
+ .3

6.i
4.
4.4
5.5
4.1

3.4

38

Grade
Improvement

4.1--8.9
6.1

.4

.1

.5

-1.0--+2.1
+ .3

In the experimental group the range of grade equi-

valents determined by the results of scores made on Form L
was from

2.5

to 6.2, and f'rom 3.8 to 8.7 on Form M.

median grade equivalent ot

4.5

when compared with

The

5.8

for

the final testing indicates a median grade improvement of

1.3 grades.

The range of grade equivalents of the pupils

of the control group _was f'rom 3.1 to 8.9, according to

Form Land from
valent of

5.8

4.1

to

8.9

on Form M.

A median grade equi-

was achieved on the first test as compared

with the final median grade equivalent ot 6.1.

This fact

shows a median grade improvement of .3 of' a grade f'or the

control group.
With inference to implications of this study, it
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is of interest that Tables VIII and IX show that the

median grade improvement of the experimental group in
terms or grade equivalency is substantially greater than

that or the control group.

CH.AFTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The following statements which are based on data
submitted in this study are presented as a summary and
conclµs ion:
1.

The best procedures to date used in diagnosing difficulties in arithmetic are pupil observations and
testing.

2.

To locate the deficiencies is not sufficient, but to remove them is very important.

3. To determine the causes of weaknesses in arithmetic
is a more difficult task than to locate them.

4.

Pupil observations and an aB}ysis of test results
are the best means to locate the probable causes of
deficiencies in arithmetic.

5. When the nature of the deficiencies have been
determined and the probable causes established the
proper mea~ures should be taken to eliminate them.

6.

Remedial teaching is an integral part of the regular
instruction in arithmetic and should be a continuous
process.

7.

Some means of diagnosing pupils' weaknesses and
strengths in arithmetic should always precede remedial teaching.
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a.

The "Science Research Pi-1m1=1,..,,.
v-ntal Ab111 ties n
., ni:,
test, (Intermediate Ages 11-17) was administered to
the seventy-six children in the study to determine
their mental abilities and the degree of progress
that could be expected and to determine if they had
low mentality.

9.

The Standard AchieTement Test, Advanced Complete
Battery, Form L was given on October 6, 7, and 8,
1954,.

The results

or

the arithmetic section

or

the test which was administered on October 7, were
analyzed to determine the skills in which each
child was weak.
10.

A teacher-made test was given to the pupils on
October 11 and 12, 1954, to determine what skills
needed reteaching.

11.

The experimental group was more re.tarded in ari thmetic than the control group.

The median grade

equivalent of the experimental group was

4.5, while

the control group had a median grade equivalent

or

5.8.
12.

The greatest amount of difficulty experienced by both
group occurred in multiplication

or

whole numbers by

two and three place multipliers, division of whole numbers, and al.l processes which include :fractions and mixed
numbers, decimals, and denominate numbers and problem-

solving.
13.

Poor per:rormance in arithmetic is 1nr1uenced by
several 1"actors some or which are mental, physical
social, economic, and psychological.

¾• The Stan:f'ord Achievement Test, Advanced Complete
Battery, Form M was given on April 6, 7, and 8,

1955.

The results

o;C

the arithmetic section

0

;r

this test, which was administered on April 7, were
used to compare the amount of improvement made by
the experimental group with that of the control
group.

15.

A teacher-made test was given to both groups on
April 11 and 12,

1955

to determine what d11"ficul-

ties had been reduced.

16. The pupils or the experimental group showed a substantial improvement during remedial instruction expressed
in terms of grade equivalents over the control group.
Finally it would appear that the exposure or the
pupils in the experimental group to instruction
which employed diagnostic and remedial techniques
contributed toward the notable median grade improvement of 1.3 while the median grade advancement or
the control group was .3 grade.
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APPENDIX I

First Teacher-Made Test
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Fractions and Mixed Numbers

Add:
(1)

1/2
+1/2

(5)

"4 3/8
+5 1/6

69
·
18 1/2

(8)

(2)

(3)

·1/4
+1/4

3/8
+1/8

14 1/2
·21 1/3
+12 3/!!:

(6)

(9)

"l/3
+1/6

(4)

14

(7)

. (8)

+ 3 2/3

·291 3/4
_+4__8__7_ _

subtract:
(1)

(5)

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

1/3

-1/3

(2)

6 1/2

-2 l/3

"3~
-2 5

(3) . 9 3~4
-6 1 4

75 3/4

(6)

-69

2/3

5 X 1/5 =
5 X 3/8 =
1/4 X 1/4 =
1/5 X 3/5 =
(9)

(10

(5)

1/3

X

9 =

(6)

3/4

X

10 =

(7)

2

2 1/2 =

(8)

4 1/2

X

8 2/3

X

3/5 =

5 1/2

X

7 2/3 =

X 6

=

69
+18 1/2

75
Divide:

(1)

1 + 1/3 =

(4)

5/6 • 1/3 =

(5) 1/6 + 2 =

(7)

5+

(8)

2

2/3 =

(2)

(2)

(3)

+
$. 60 +. t7 + $2.30 =
,
• 08 + • 264 + • 32 08 =

$20. 00

25. 2 + 3. 75 + • 0865 + 7 =

Subtract:
(1)

$55 - $14. 75 =

(2)

75. 640 - 35. 26 =

(3)

78. 03 - 5. 0176 =

4/5 =

8 1/2 + 4 =

Decimals

Add:

6 •

(3) 3/4 • 3/4 =

(6) 2/3 + ·2 =
(9) 7 1/2 + 2 1/3 =
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Dacimals

Place the decimal point correctly in the answers.
zeros that may be needed.
(l}

· 295

386;. 6

(2)

x.21

(3)

~

295
590

Add any

.22

x.J
66

6195

(1)

. 4

91

7)63.7

2l

(2)

-9'-}g

-

7

1.
2

(4)

-1411[

-

Denominate Numbers

Add:
(1)

6 ·:t't. 3 in.

5

+9 tt.

(2)

in.

7 · qt;.- ·· 1 ··pt~·
gt. 1 pt.

+3

5

(3)

+2

yr.

yr.

7 mo.
8 mo.

Subtl'act:
(1)

6 ·wk~ ·8 -da~·
wk. 4 da.

-4

(2)

·7 ·ft-; .. 4 · in~

-3

ft. 2 in.

(3)

4

-3

hr. 30 min.
min.
hr.

35

Multiply:
(1}

4 rt. ·5
X

Divide:
(1)

~

in.·

(2)

4

2

X

........

3J6 yd. 3

7 hr; ·· 30 ·min.
r•

rt.

(2)

•

•

~

(3) 9 yd.
X

'

'

6 in.

4

.

8)9 tt. tJ. !n.

(3) 9)3

yd.
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Arithmetic Test

Section I Computation
Whole Numbers
Add:

(1)

21

(2) 70

!!!2.

· +28

(6)

(3)

-

604

(4) 28

!J!.

+250

(5)

276

~

3815

4879

6020

+2656
Subtract:

47

(1)

(2)

:Jll
(6)

346

-

(3)

680

-105

(4)

-140

987
-699

(5)

75

-49

6902

-229:8
Multiply
(1)

62

5
(6)

(2)

300
6

X

(3) 232

X

(4)

3

786

(5)

372
x59

x20

3~8
x128
..

Divide:
(1)

9T3'l>

(6)

4-J.O) 6150

(2)

m-a

(3) 3)32J

(4)

'

..

'

22)4576

-

(5) 33)660
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Arithmetic Test
Section II Problems

1.

John has 6 oranges~ His sister has 3 oranges.
oranges do they have together?

2.

A farmer had 16 cows.
did he have le.ft?

3. Jack bought 4 marbles.

How many did Henry buy?

He sold 6 o.f them.

How man-v~

cows

Henry bought 3 times as many.

A farm.er wants to plant 30 trees in 3 rows.
trees will there be in each row?

6.

H
ow many

How many

Mary had 5 oranges and bought 10 more. She gave 6 away.
How many oranges did she have le.ft?
In a classroom there were 5 rows o.f desks with 7 desks
in each row; 7 desks were removed from the room. How
many desks were le.ft?
Sue raised 30 chickens and sold 15. She divided those
remaining among three .friends. How many did each
receive?

8.
9.

James weighs 96 pounds, Bob weighs 84 pounds and Willie
weighs 90 pounds. What is their average weight in
pounds?
How many square inches are there in a board 20 inches
wide and 40 inches long?

10.

How many one-inch cubes can be placed in a box 3 inchel!
wide, 4 inches deep, and 6 inches long?

11.

In a paper drive, two-thirds o.f a class brought bundles
of old papers to school. There were 30 pupils in the
class. How many pupils brought papers?

12.

Fred paid $2.75 .for a new tire, 65 cents for a seat, and
70 cents .for paint. He had $5. 00 to repair his bicycle.
How much did he have left?
Our team has played 5 games and won 4 o.f them.
What per
cent of the games did we win!

13.

14.

A man received six per cent interest on a loan of
$300.00 for one year. How much interest did he
receive?

15.

On a map 1/2 inch is used to represent 10 miles.
The
distance between two cities on the map is 4 inches.
How many miles are they apart?
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Appendix II
Final Teacher-Made Teat
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Arithmetic Test
Section I

Computation

Whole Numbers

Add:

32

(1)

(6)

60

(2)

+56

(3)

.:Ll.2

503
+360

(4)

790
-250

(4)

38
+6

-

(5)

397
+268

-

4716
3879
5030
+3261

Subtract:

58

(1)

(2)

=12--

(3)

548
-307

5t8

.:1£2

(5)

8703
-2568

(6)

Multiply:
(l)

52

a

(2)

(3)

300
x2

321

(4)

~

678

(5)

~

2038
~

(6)

Divide:
(1)
(5)

9~

(2)

78)6240

7T7o
(6)

(3) 41424

520)8840

<4> 33Ttm8

518
x26

86

~
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Fractions and W.xed Numbers
Add:

+tt~g

(l)

(6)

4 3/8
+7 1/,6

(5)

21 1/3

(7)

15 1/2
+31 3/4

12

(8)

82

+19 1/3 (9) 582 7/8

+3 3&

~

subtract:

1/2

(1)

3~
-1/4

(2)

-1/,2
(6)

(3)

8 2/3
-7 1/3

(4)

2/3

(5)

~

6

-4

3/8

1/y.

52 1/2
-37 1/3

Multiply:
(l)

4 X 1/4

=

(6)

3/4

X

(2)

6

l./4

=

(7)

4

4 l/4

(3)

1/3

X

1/3 =

(8)

8 1/2

X

3

(4)

2/3

X

3/4

(9)

9 1/2

X

2 1/3 =

(5)

1/2

X

6 =

(10)

8 2/3

X

2/5 =

X

X

7

=

=
~

Divide:

(1)

1 • 1/2 =

(3)

(2)

9 • 3/4 =

(4) 4/8

2/3 •

2/3 =

+ 1/2 =

(5)

1/2 + 2 =

(6)

3/5

(8)

4

+

3

1/8 +

81

=

(7)

9. 2

3/4 =

(9)

3 l/2 +

(10)

6 1/4

+ 2 1/2

1/4
4

=
=

=

Decimals
Add:

(1)

30.00 + $.70 + $6 + $1.60 =

+ • 6275 =

(2)

• 07 + • 354

(3)

28.3 + 2.86 +

.0734 +

9 =

Subtract:
(1)

66 - $12 .

25 =

(2)

69. 580 - 42. 24 =

(3)

54. 02

- 6. 0287 =

Place the decimal point correctly in the answers.
zeros that may be needed.
(1)

· $. 75
X

7

525

(2)

495~7

.6
29742

(3) 367

x.27

2599

734

9939

(4)

Add any

.48

-96

x.2

82

78
6 )!t-6. 8

(1)

(2)

~ .. 8

!I:._§_

-

6

(3)

.42

7)

(4)

~

2

.16)32
~

Denominate l'fumbers
Add:
(1)

6 f't; · 8 -1n~·

+4

(2)

·6 hr~· ·· 20 ·· m1n~·

+8 hr.

f't. 2 in.

40 min.

5

(3)

wk. 6 da.

+9 wk. 2 da.

Subtract:
(2)

·· 8 -- lb;· ~9 ·oz~

4 oz.

-6 lb.

(3)

7 hr~ 40 min~
hr. 4,5 min.

-2

Multiply:
(1)

3 lb.· 8 oz.
X

2

Divide:

··

(1)

4)8

yd.

(2)

6 ·qt. ·lpt;
X

4 f't.

(2)

4

(3)

2}3 hr. 16 min.

8 yd. 8
X

(3)

4

in.

2)1 qt.

•
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Arithmetic
Section II Problems
1.

Mary has 5 apples. Her brother has 4 apples.
apples do they have together?

2.

A farmer had 15 hogs.
h e h ave left?

3.

John bought 6 marbles. Jim bought 3 times as many.
How many marbles did Jim buy?

4.

A farmer wants to plant 40 trees in 4 rows.
trees will there be in each row?

,.

Joan had 7 apples and bought 8 more.
How many apples did she have left?

6.

In a classroom there were 5 rows of desks with 8 desks
in each row. 9 desks were removed from the room. How
many desks were left?

He s old

5 oi. them.
.p

How many

How man-er did
"

How many

She gave 6 away.

Jane raised 25 rabbits and sold 10. He divided those
remaining among three .friends. How many did each
receive?

8.

Sue weighs 95 pounds, Betty weights 90 pounds, and Ann
weighs 85 pounds. what is their average weight in
pounds?

9.

How many square inches are there in a board 30 inches
wide and 40 inches long?

10.

How many one-inch cubes can be placed in a box 4 inches
wide, 6 inches deep, and 7 inches long?

11.

Three-fourths of a class attended a school play. There
were 28 pupils in the class. How many pupils ~ttended
the play?

12.

Henry paid $3.15 for a · new tire, 75 cents for a seat,

13.

and 80 cents for paint. He had $5. 00 to repair his
bicycle. How much did he have left?
Lucy worked 5 examples. She worked 4 correctly. What
per cent did she work correctly?
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14.

Aman received 5% interest on a loan of t400.oo for 6 "
months. How much interest did he receive?
On a map 1/2 inch is used to represent 10 miles.
The
distance between 2 cities on the map is 6 inches. How
many miles are they apart?

